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1 Introduction
The formulation of mathematical optimization models often involves certain nonlinear con-

structs, such as absolute values or logical relations. A widely used approach to handle such
cases consists in linearizing the nonlinear expressions to make the model suitable for solving
via a MIP solver, which may come at the expense of solution speed or quality.

Since the introduction of Special Ordered Sets (SOS), semi-continuous and partial integer
variables in the late 1980s [1] an increasing number of special modeling constructs have been
introduced into MIP solvers. In this talk we are going to take a look at a set of recent addi-
tions to the FICO Xpress Optimizer known as General Constraints, including a discussion of
formulation alternatives via binary variables or indicator constraints, and their use in model
formulation with Xpress Mosel.

2 General Constraints
General constraints are specific nonlinear expressions that are recognized by MIP solvers :
— absolute value, minimum or maximum value of discrete or continuous decision variables
— logical constraints : ‘and’ and ‘or’ over binary variables
— piecewise linear : can be used in place of SOS-2 formulations

The solver chooses the most appropriate representation and applies presolving to these constructs.
Structural information that is available on the modeling level can thus be passed directly to the
solver instead of having to apply transformations during matrix generation (e.g. the handling
of piecewise linear expressions in AMPL [2]).

2.1 Absolute Value, Minimum Value, Maximum Value Expressions

Absolute value, minimum or maximum value expressions involving decision variables can be
formulated by introducing additional binary variables and a few additional constraints. Using
formulations based on indicator constraints removes the need for the model developer to come
up with safe bound values that can introduce scaling issue when selected too large. The direct
formulation via general constraints is more easily readable/maintainable and allows the solver
to decide on the best suitable handling. We compare formulation options for v = |x1− x2| and
u = max(x1, ..., xN ) using Xpress Mosel (see example in Figure 1).

2.2 Piecewise Linear Expressions

Piecewise linear expressions can be employed to model a number of different situations :
Incremental pricebreaks : when buying a certain number of items discounts are applied



FIG. 1 – MIP formulation alternatives for v = |x1 − x2|

incrementally, resulting in a piecewise linear continuous cost curve that can be represented via
Special Ordered Sets of type 2 (SOS2), binary variables, or as a piecewise linear expression.
All items discount : when buying a certain number of items discounts are applied to all
items, typically resulting in a discontinuous cost curve with piecewise linear segments that can
be formulated via Special Ordered Sets of type 1 (SOS1), binary variables, or as a piecewise
linear expression.
Approximating univariate non-linear functions : non-linear functions can be approxi-
mated by piecewise linear functions, represented via SOS2 or a piecewise linear expression.

2.3 Logical Constraints
For more than 10 years it has been possible to employ in a Mosel model formulation the

logical constraints ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘not’, ‘implies’ and ‘xor’ that are transformed into indicator
constraints on the modeling level, thus resulting in a MIP problem. With the introduction of
support for logical constraints ‘and’ and ‘or’ on the solver level, a new decision variable type
boolvar has been introduced for the formulation of logical constraints ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘not’ in the
Mosel language that result in general constraints on binary variables for problem input to the
Xpress MIP optimizer.

Many optimization problems that involve ‘only if – then’ conditions or ‘either – or’ choices
can be expressed in a concise and more natural way with the help of logical constraints.

3 Concluding remarks
The introduction of new high-level modeling constructs for the formulation of MIP models

eases the work of model developers. At the same time the solver receives more structural
information that can be exploited in the solving process.

Xpress Mosel is free software [4], it can be downloaded from https://content.fico.com/xpress-
optimization-community-license as part of the Xpress Community Edition (free of charge) that
gives access to all solver functionality described in this article. Examples of the functionality
discussed in this paper implemented with Xpress Mosel or the Xpress Python API can be
found under https://examples.xpress.fico.com/example.pl.
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